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When putting together this
issue that is devoted to
some fabulous women we
are    honored to know, I
had to think about two
women that have really
been there for me, and
epitomize our theme this
month “Woman, Thou Art
Fabulous!”

The first one of course, is
my mom…Barbara
Digsby. She came from a
humble background in rural
Mississippi, moving to the
big city of NY and making a
way for herself prior to
marrying my dad. Putting
herself through baking
school, running kitchens
and handling catering jobs,
caring for my dad when he
needed it, and still worrying
about her babies all the

while. She is now
“retired” and passing on

not only her culinary
knowledge to  anyone she
comes in contact with, she
is feeding people in the
neighborhood, working in
her garden, and caring for
her great grandbaby
Khaylee. I’ve always been
able to talk to my mom,
and she placed an ideal in
my head as to what the
Bible says about a Virtuous
Woman. So many lessons
she showed me in my life
she didn’t even know it,
and for that I must thank
her and say I love you
Mom.

The next is my wife, Renee
Digsby. When we first met
we were great friends….
and over time friendship
blossomed into a relation-
ship that has spanned al-
most 20 years.  She’s
doesn’t just work a 9 to 5
and be the    Supermom for
our three boys..she is that
aunt that you can call and
talk about anything, the
girlfriend that keeps you
laughing,  and most recent-
ly an budding entrepreneur
(check out
www.flybowties.com)

 She is also my best friend,
my  confidant, a sounding
board when I need it and a
barrier and Miss Reality
Check when things get
crazy. It is said that God
places you in front of your
soul mate, and you have to
be accepting of them. I
thank Him every day for
that     placement, if He
had not done it, I don’t
know where I would be
right now. For that I must
say I love you baby..I’m
truly your biggest fan!

Take time today and thank
the woman in your life.
Mother, wife, girlfriend,
sister, aunt….go up to
them, hug them and let
them know…

Woman, thou art
fabulous!!!!
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UT in the City

An event to pay  tribute to those that gave

so much for our immeasurable freedoms!
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On May 4, 2014 “The Lucky Spot” Barbershop
held its second annual “We Are Hair Affair II” at
the Halton Theater in Charlotte, NC. If I were to
novelize the event in one sentence, I’d say that
the turnout was absolutely impressive. Vendors
were set up at the entrance.  Dana Sidberry, of
Motivation Marketing, handed out tote bags filled
with not just treats and business cards
but provisions as well.  It was duly
noted that the sponsors took
pride in their offerings. I even
spotted a black tee-shirt
decorated with sparkles as a
patron pulled it out of her
bag.  Michael Vincent
Photography was set-up
adjacent to the auditorium.
Photo opportunities were
available to all attendees for
free. Although the building
was toppling over with
videographers, there was one
that really took the evening by
storm, and that was Fred Forte, of
“Forte Productions.” He outdid himself
with the series of short films, throughout the
evening as we speculated that he would. Before
the showtime began, Charlene Henderson owner
of “NDemand” salon hosted a contest for
cosmetology students that lasted one hour. Who-
ever won the contest was able to receive a
$500.00 scholarship towards cosmetology
school. The one thing that awestruck me and re-
ally netted my attention was the different ethnici-
ties that participated. The word “Urban” is taken
completely out of context we talk about hairstyles,
and tonsorial cuts. We look to see a diverse
outpour at the next hair show because of this.
Neiko Debarge, and Beasy Baybie, was the host
for the event. The duo was engaging with the
crowd, and even came onto the floor a few times
to rouse the bunch to their feet and join along.
This shows unpretentious professionalism, and
good practical fun. These hosts were energetic,
and relatable, in addition to being absolutely hilar-
ious. Have you ever heard of the saying “don’t
bring sand to the beach?” Well, they wore swim-
wear to the stage, just to give you a little insight
on what we were up against with these two enjoy-
able people. The first stylist Salon Du Mode came
out with their models, and they did a fantastic dis-
play. Artist K-Breeze with BMG management
group pounced out for a brief cameo after the
models left the stage performing his single “Exot-
ic.” Ah, we mustn’t forget my favorite part of the
evening when two young lads did choreographed

dance routines to Michael Jackson Hits. Back in
the day, everyone had a dance group, with a sig-
nature routine. The turn of the century phased out
the younger-generation of prideful and skillful
dancers, replacing them with crumping, and
twerking teenagers, as well as adults. Well, this
wasn’t a twerk fest; these kids were true enter-
tainers. They even did the Michael Jackson

moves in synchronization with one an-
other, including the famous gang-

sta lean from the “Smooth
Criminal” video. They de-

served a standing ovation, a
round of applause, and then
some. Well, the younger
adolescents provided
entertainment as well. They
lined up between the rows
of patrons, and performed
step routines. They did an

awesome job. In between
each act, Lucky, the owner of

the barbershop had what I
consider character-building

lessons posted on the jumbo screen
called the “Barbers 10 Commandments.”

They set a high standard for the stylist and
barbers in the building, giving them genuine
ethics to follow as well as high expectations from
the consumers. Although there were many won-
derful stylists that hit the stage, my favorite was
“Posh Beauty Bar.” Embellishing the hues of pur-
ple, this group sauntered out with “Purple rain
playing in the background. The moved gracefully
to the beat of the music as they added the finish-
ing touches to their models hair. Everyone wore
purple capes for this royal occasion. It was a very
creative gesture, and not to mention that the
models hairstyles were very beautiful. At the end
of the occurrence, the whole staff from “The
Lucky Spot Barbershop” hit the stage for one final
performance, giving you the face to the business.
They all represented the Lucky Spot very well.
Inclosing, I’d like to add that it takes a lot of work,
man hours, and resources to pull off an event of
this magnitude. One man with an idea bridged
the gap in our communities by bringing stylist,
salons, and barbers together to display their
talent on stage equally.

Lucky, did a fantastic job with his vision, and I
really look forward to visiting the event again. If
this is the second year, I can’t wait to see what he
is doing for the third.
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Woman Thou Art
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INTRODUCING  KISHA GREEN

 We talked to Kisha Green, who not
only knows the literary world, but has set
the trend on how writers hone their craft,
promote themselves and keep constant in
the industry!

UT: It seems as though that you have
really embraced the literary arts….tell us
how did this passion come about?
KG: I have always been an avid reader
and then in 1999, I decided to pen my
first novel. From there I found there were
a lot of obstacles a new author faces. I
needed interviews and no one wanted to
feature me because I was new on the lit-
erary scene, so I created a literary web-
site, Literary Jewels formally known as
Writer’s Vibe that featured authors just
like me. I needed radio interviews and
again I had the same problem so I
launched Writer’s Life Chat an online liter-
ary radio show.

UT: You know, when we were younger,
the art of reading was a requirement in
our house, and for many homes for that
matter. How important that we get back
into that lost art?
KG:Reading is mandatory in my house.
All of my children love to read and read a
lot and during the summer months we

take trips to the public library.
 My mother’s love for reading passed on
to me and I did the same with my kids.
UT: You make it a requirement with your
children as well?
KG: Yes, it is a requirement.

UT: When an up and coming writer sub-
mits their works to you, tell me, what are
you looking for?
KG: Creativity, Originality and Profession-
alism.

UT: Are we seeing more quality work out
there now?
KG: Sometimes but not always. A lot of
people are skipping certain key points in
publishing like proper editing and format-
ting. Ebooks has made it very easy for
many to become and author overnight so
the necessary steps are skipped and re-
placed with family and friends instead of
skilled professionals.

UT: Your family, they are so beautiful and
seem as vibrant as you!  How do you do
it, being the mother, business woman,
literary genius?
KG: Thank you. My children are my world
and everything I do is for them. I work
twice as hard to create a legacy for them.

 It is all about time management and
balance. Failure is NOT an option.
UT: So what other projects are on your
plate?
KG: I wear many hats in the industry. I am
an author, publisher, literary consultant,
radio show hostess and author promoter.
Those titles keep me quite busy but be on
the lookout for some new releases from
Kisha Green and DivaBooksInc.

UT: For those sisters out there striving to
accomplish their dreams, what can you
impart on them?
KG:  If you want to be successful
surround yourself with successful people
and Remain true to yourself and believe
in yourself because if you do not, no one
else will.

For more info on Kisha Green
Website- www.divabooksinconline.com
Twitter- www.twitter.com/kishagreen
Facebook-
www.facebook.com/AuthorKishaGreen
Literary Jewels- www.literary-jewels.com
Writer's Life Chats-
www.blogtalkradio.com/writerslifechats
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By Jowhari Trahan

It's exciting to
contribute to such an
amazing magazine!
Every  month I look
forward to interviewing
the who's who of the
Bay Area’s fashion and
art scene! As this
month focuses on us,
fabulous women with a
vision, I'm excited to
introduce
Esoteric Images!
Sonjhai Meggette,
Visionary | Promoter |
Photographer defines
how she works and
who she is. We met,
networking and have
remained    connected
thru the growth of vari-
ous networking circles. I'm excited to converse with
Sonjhai and share her fabulousness with you all!

UTCA: Tell me about Esoteric Images:
SM: My name is Sonjhai Meggette and I launched Esoteric
Images in 2010 with the intent to eradicate negative images
of persons of color by replacing them with photos that af-
firms their innate beauty particularly bald head women.
Due to the lack of positive images of persons of color in so-
cial media, photography, and in art, I photographed both
women and men who wore natural hair styles. I focused my
attention on creating calendars that showcased my love of
fashion, art, photography, and hair journeys.  My primary
goal was to show how the standards of beauty have
changed and create various perspectives that support
change. I believe we are authentically beautiful and beauty
is subjective; it’s personal; and it’s time to trust our own
perspectives about ourselves.   Images are vital to one’s
perspective about oneself and it is damaging to one’s
health and wellness; and I am a firm believer that we are
responsible for how we feel, so why not replace negative
images with affirming images of our self. Photography is an
art form and I use it to inspire, educate, and network with
other conscious persons who love empowering for social
change.

UTCA: How is the road to success?
SM: Esoteric Images is more than a photography service. I
am a visionary, promoter, and photographer, so I am al-
ways finding ways to empower, and expand my photogra-
phy business and one way in doing so is to network with
other businesses that have an undying passion to heal and
inspire communities through social media. In 2010 several
of my models shared that they were bald not by choice and
experienced medical onset with breast cancer or        Alo-
pecia. This experience changed my life forever, and my
perspectives about beauty have changed once again. What
I learned is healing is in the story not the image alone and I
must record and share these amazing stories that women

who are bald, are bold, regal, sexy, and they do not have
to wear a wig to hide their divine selves!

I am community oriented,
and one way by giving back
is through community ser-
vice; annually I attend breast
cancer walks to raise public
awareness about the fight
against breast cancer; I
support a local nonprofit
organization-Charlotte
Maxwell Complimentary
Clinic, Oakland, CA. annually
when I host my calendar
launch party, some proceeds
goes toward the fight against
breast cancer; research proj-
ects for low income women
who are diagnosed with
breast cancer.

UTCA: What other projects
am I working on?
SM: Calendar projects since

my launch of Esoteric Images, 2010. Due to the lack of
positive representation of women who wear their hair bald
in art, social media, fashion, and photography-I launched
my first calendar in 2011; Black, bold, bald and beautiful.
2012; Black, bold, bald and beautiful women; 2013; Au-
natural is authentically beautiful; 2014; We are Au-authen-
tically beautiful and currently, project, #5 -2015-Keep it
natural.  Keep it natural is a portrait collection of men and
women who wear their hair bald and natural. My primary
goal is to showcase men and women from various ethnic
backgrounds who embrace their natural hair. (Expect to
see bald, short, afro, loc’d, male, females, Asians, African
American descendants, Latina, Native American, French,
and Albino models. What inspired me to showcase this
collection of portraits was the conversation that I had with
a friend who is Albino and she said “I am Black too” and
there are many variations to a hue!  Other projects that I
am currently working on in addition to the 2015 calendar
are my kickstarter        campaign for project, #5. We desire
funding to have as many calendars in the stores; book
stores; colleges; hospitals, and airports and it takes fund-
ing to network and expand this type of artistry and I look
forward to my team to support this cause. I have joined
forces with local photographers, makeup artist, graphic
interns to assist in this process as we prepare for Project,
#5. Keep it natural.

You may follow us at http://www.esotericimages.com-
twitter; esotericimages1, facebook/esotericimages
Tumblr:  esotericimages and I have a new group page:
Au-natural models for project, #5

I sincerely thank Urban Tymes for featuring me in the
June edition that supports fashion, art, photography,
and positive connections with other artists!
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Reese Rozay!

Tell us, how did you become such a highly sought
after model?
I became a highly sought out model by not
only being great at what I do but also by
staying humble to my passion. I am a runway
model that teaches and encourages others. I
go to shows ready to work. I keep a positive
attitude and work well with others. In the
modeling industry you learn that having a
positive attitude, being friendly and approach-
able will keep people coming back.

What has been the highlight of your career thus
far?
The highlight of my career for me would be the
very first major fashion show I participated in
which was “For Sisters Only” (FSO) fashion
show 2012. It was the place I was noticed. The
place where I realized this is what I have to of-
fer the world. Every since that day, my phone
has not stopped ringing.

Do you volunteer to any cause?
On my down time I volunteer which Elementary
schools and summer camps where I speak
about confidence building, self worth and
bullying. I love being able to reach out to
young ladies who need that person in their

lives to show them the way. I also volunteer
workshops for aspiring models who are look-
ing to break into the modeling industry.

So tell us a little about yourself
I am a 26 year old mother of 2 beautiful daugh-
ter, born and raised in Charlotte NC. I have a
passion for the runway and love what I do. I
work full time as a Heath care representative
for retirees. I live day to day waiting on my big
break.

What do you like to do when you have downtime?
I love playing my keyboard on my down time
and taking road trips. I also love watching
movies and YouTube videos of X-Factor and
Americas Got Talent.

If you could meet someone famous, who would it
be?
If I could meet someone famous I would want
to personally meet Lebron James. I am a King
James fan. I love the HEAT!!! I use do hate
basketball and ONLY loved football. Until one
day I was force to watch a game and the game
was FIRE!!! I've been in love ever since. So if I
could meet someone famous it would def be
Lebron James!!!

15. Diamond  of the Month
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NEECY VEGA :
MADE MODELING

Made Modeling….a visit to their page on Facebook gives
one the idea that this firm is not limited in the concepts
and appearances of modeling. Each model depicted
shows the variety and areas that the company works with.
The go getter of MADE Modeling…Neecy Vega! Deeming
herself as a  Jack of all Trades, but specifically with Model
Management, she began as an editor with a well estab-
lished publication. “After hearing so many horror stories
and general pitfalls models faced when managed by
males I had to do something” she says. She has helped
models break into the entertainment industry without ex-
ploiting themselves while giving the people what they
want. Bilingual in both English and Spanish and armed
with a Business Management & Journalism background,
she proves that beauty, brains and business savvy can be
in one complete package!

facebook.com/pages/MADE-Modeling-Co

Kim Woodbridge’s fashions are nothing short of
vibrant! Founding KimNicole Designs, her direction
was to      create unique pieces for women to feel
and be incredible and beautiful in. “ When I say I'm
new to this I mean new!” she states. With a drive
and passion to create, she made her first major
purchase towards her dream, a sewing machine
found on Craigslist. After creating various pieces,
the emails and calls came in wanting more of her
designs,

Follow her on FB via
https://www.facebook.com/fivestarfacesmakeup,
her Instagram page @K1mn1cole to learn more.
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Deelitefully Curly  is a personal blog show-
casing    personal experiences with natural
hair development as well as smart and mon-
ey-saving fashion tips. Deelitefully Curly was
launched on December 27, 2013 via
Facebook. It is owned and operated by the
founder Nadea Payton-Webber. Nadea
shares her advice and knowledge about nat-
ural hair care. She also gives her guidance
on fashion and beauty products. Nadea de-
sires to share her natural hair journey with
the world to encourage others to embrace
their God given beauty. She inspires to cre-
ate a new standard of beauty by being an
advocate for natural hair
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And guess who’s got
the “Cat’s Meow!”

Latin R&B vocalist, Veronica Domingues
releases her highly anticipated single, “I
Get High” from her latest EP. As suspect-
ed, this Toronto native is no stranger to
discharging thought provoking, and sug-
gestive-rhythmic hits. Ever since her influx
in 2011, Domigues delved head first across
the US combining Jazz, Hip Hop, Portu-
guese, and R&B while coining a completely
new genre of music. She has managed to
gain an almost cult-like eagerness from her
followers and fans that await each release.
Not only does she offer that true 1980’s
unadulterated talent; a live band backs her
during studio sessions, and travels with her
everywhere she goes. “For the new album
that I’m that working on, we’re going to be
working on mostly live music because I
think people gravitate more to that than an
instrumental. I’m not saying that you can’t
but with a live band it’s just authentic. With
a band, you can make it you your style. I
know many times if you want to do an in-
strumental, you kind of have to do it in that
style and you can’t change anything. But
with a band, you can arrange it the way
you want it. That’s one of the reasons that I
like having a live band,” say’s the passion-
ate songstress. Simultaneously, their melo-
dies rebound with different trumpet, snare
drums, and creative sounds, adding a dis-
tinct and zestful flava. If you’re looking for
that edgy “Blu Cantrell,”  flow, or even a
surprisingly “Tina Marie” high pitched vocal
change, this singer delivers that and more
with both hands tied behind her back. Her
eccentric vibe adds an unpredictable ex-
citement to the song arrangements that
you wouldn’t expect. Melancholies, you
don’t want to listen to her LP, if you plan on
being “Debbie Downer’s.” The lyricist har-
monious music combines upbeat tempos to
even the racy slow grinding songs. If you
think that is something, her sensual and
erotic appeal is mesmerizing. However,
don’t get her alluring look confused with
her character. Domingues is humble be-
yond verbal, or written expression. Her full
-of -life persona is evident even in her lyr-
iccs. This will only intensify with each al-
bum release. Veronica Domingues style is
unique, and imperative to the true en-
hancement for the evolution of music.
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The 24-year-old singer and songwriter was born
into a Portuguese household and she grew up lis-
tening to Portuguese and Brazilian artist such as
Amalia Rodrigues, Carrapicho, Ivete Sangalo,
Gera Samba, Daniela Mercury, Rita Guerra,  and
Santa Maria to name a few. Already entranced by
their seductive melodies, it was inevitable that
Domingues would use what she already honed for
her music. Producers that worked with the artist
Kid Cudi, Kelly Rowland, and Beyonce had their
eyes on Veronica; they admired her talents and
articulated at some point that they wanted to col-
laborate with her. However, when asked about it,
Veronica verbalizes, “I think it’s pretty cool, but I
prefer to work with my band. I don’t want to fall into
the category of sounding like any other artist. I’m
trying to stay in my own lane on my own. My band
is so loyal and they just want to be a part of the
whole process because they know something
good is going to happen. It’s already happening
but it’s going to get even better. It’s just their loyal-
ty and how much they enjoy doing the music. I
feed off of that energy as well.”

Describe Veronica in two sentences: Oh my
goodness! I’m super bubbly! But I guess you al-
ready know that. I think I have a really big person-
ality, and I think that’s something people are drawn
to. Secondly, I’m a super hard worked. I’m very
committed to what I want to do, and I always strive
to be the best in everything.
What was your main motivation for “Just
Chill?” A  lot of people always want to go out.  I
felt that we needed something that you could just
listen to at home and just relax to it. Often times
people forget that they work so hard, and they
don’t give themselves that alone time that they
need. So I thought that this would be the perfect
opportunity to portray something that’s chill and
relaxing. You could just drink some wine to it, be at
home, and have your inner thoughts with yourself.

Do you see yourself in collaborations with oth-
er Latin artist? Do you want your music to stay
ordinary, or emphasize the Toronto music
scene and talent? I would love to emphasize To-
ronto. It’s super hard in Toronto to get hat support
system going on. For example, in the states and
the UK, I get more of that support. It would be nice
to have more of the Toronto scene coming out,
and getting more of that support.

It’s rare for a vocalist to include live
instrumentals in their projects because every-
thing is mainstream, but you have pulled that
off consistently. Do you think you are more ap-
pealing to the Neo Soul lovers, or the Lena
Horne type followers? Can I say both? I would
say more on the Neo Soul side, and with the live
band, it’s even better. With the Neo Soul and Jazz,
you can incorporate a live band and more people
can feel that instead of it being an instrumental. I
just like people feeling the emotion of what you’re
creating.

As an artist, what does it mean to be success-
ful? I think being successful is about having peo-
ple relate to your music, or having a lot of people
relate to your music by being true to your music
and making it a personal kind of thing like when
you write your own music. That’s kind of where
success comes in by being true to the artist and
everyone else.

Do you see yourself in collaborations with
anyone else? I do, and I don’t know because they
are super big (giggles). It would take quite a while
to get there. I definitely do see that coming.

What is your color-me- bad item of choice?
This ensemble would give you superior
confidence like the power red. I love gold and
black! It used to be baby blue when I was younger.
As I got older, I started loving gold and black.

What can we expect from Veronica in the next
coming months? Well, I’m definitely working on
doing more shows, and coming to the States as
well as the UK to perform shows there. I’m going
to be working on my album. That’s the main thing
that I am focused on for the next few months.

 The industry recognized your talents… You
are so different. How were they able to pick the
needle out of the haystack to get you? Honest-
ly, I had a super difficult time with that. I was prob-
ably 18, and I still didn’t have my voice. I had a
manager then, and I told them t
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that I needed to find my voice. When I finally did,
I knew it was going to be hard. I always knew
that I had soul in me, but trying to get anywhere
in, Toronto is so difficult. Most of the recognition
that I have gotten is in the states or the UK, and
that’s where most of my support comes from.
The popular music and the rap music get most of
the support. It’s still hard and I’m still trying to get
noticed. I’m still working on it. The one thing that
made me stand out is that I am Portuguese doing
soul music, and that’s something different that
people aren’t expecting.

What are some of your good experiences in
the industry? I had a show last year, and that
was good. I guess because I never performed
with the band because I was doing covers and
stuff. When I performed my own music with the
band; it was such a great feeling, especially
getting the energy back from the crowd. I knew
that this was what I wanted to do for the rest of
my life. It just felt so good. When my perfor-
mance is over, I always wish that I could go on
longer. I also got an interview on 624, which is
a renowned show down here.

What demographics do you look to cover
with this project? Everybody and the younger
crowd too. I know that “Just Chill” catered to
everyone. A lot of my friends said, “Oh, my
grandma loved that song!” I said “Really?”
That’s what I wanted to hear. It was a mixture
of music for the young crowd and the younger
generations, which was way cool. I want every-
one to be able to enjoy it.

What else would you want to do with your
sound? I think that I wouldn’t mind doing cross-
over. A lot of times women artist become big,

and they normally do music that someone else
wanted them to do. Even though it’s more diffi-
cult. I’m doing what I want to do. I want to be
able to display what’s true to me. I want to come
off as a real person and show people that you
can do what you love, but you have to work su-
per, super, hard for it. I never knew how hard it
was and it’s already been almost 3 years now.
But, I’ve been doing the EP and everything and it
is difficult. But at the same time, I love the chal-
lenge. I love that once something pays off its go-
ing to be so rewarding. I’m just going to stick to
the soul for now. I remember one time someone
showed me a song. It was a nice song. It was
more pop, and more dance. All I remember is
that they told me “you need to tone it down on
the soul,” and I’m like what?! I called my manag-
er and told him “I’m out of here.” It’s not like I can
make the soul stop. It’s not going to leave my
body! It was a good song, but it wasn’t for me.

Is there anything that you’d like to leave with
your followers and fans? I know everybody
says it but my message is “Follow your dreams
as difficult as it may seem. The outcome will be
so worth it. Just follow your dreams even when
it’s difficult. People are going to tell you to just
give up, or ask why you are wasting your time
and money, and there is no point in doing it.
“That’s completely Bull. Don’t listen to that.”
If you would like to learn more from Veronica,
follow her @VcDomingues, or, Visit YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXcH7gGpT
bo,
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MAY 31ST 2014
2PM - 6PM



www.flybowties.com

Her legacy left upon us will last a
lifetime........

She taught us in her writings how to
Look within, calm our spirits, and
rise......
A beautiful teacher, mother, sister and
beloved  soul
Missing you as you take flight towards
Heaven,

Maya Angelou




